
 

Books 

KAMA SUTRA BOOK  K044  $64.15 
"Included in this Japanese silk bound edition, are 21 graphic, hand painted illustrations of the 
original Kama Sutra love making positions. This brand new edition makes a beautiful gift for 
couples." 

Tickle Your Fancy -Book  TK101  $13.45 
Professional, Sexy and easy to read guide on female masturbation. The first in a series of 
how-to books. Tickle Your Fancy is tailored to the adventurous woman. Offering endless 
possibilities and empowering women to explore their sexuality. 

Toy Gasms-Book  TK201  $17.95 
First instruction manual for sex toys! The book will guide you through today's vast sex toy 
jungle to help you find the shapes, sizes and sensations that satisfy you--along with lots of 
fun, safe ways to achieve the best orgasms of your life.  

Tickle His Pickle - Book  TK210  $17.95 
Sexy and inspiring. Honest and provocative...candid and exciting, Tickle His Pickle informs, 
entertains and reveals the penis secrets women long to know.   

Ride'Em Cowgirl - Book  TK212  $19.25 
Ride ‘Em Cowgirl! is THE guide to sexual empowerment for couples, with easily 
customizable techniques for each of you.  

Good Vibrations-G Spot/Winks  RV507  $12.90 
The G-spot has long been regarded as one of a woman’s most mysterious, allusive, and 
sought-after pleasure zones. Written by Cathy Winks.  



 

Joy of Sex -Ultimate Edition  SL412  $34.30 
An updated and revised edition of the world’s most comprehensive and trusted sex manual. 
Completely re-illustrated and with more than 40 new sections for today’s reader. 

Hot Sex Handbook (TR) / Cox  SL418  $16.00 
Hot Sex - took the world by storm and was a bestseller in more than 40 countries. It serves 
up the juiciest bits in a handy take-anywhere size - so you can have hot sex wherever you 
go. 

Bedroom Bucks for Lovers  SL487  $15.90 
Containing an equal share of IOUs and UOMEs, this stack of cash is guaranteed to 
stimulate a fluid exchange in the bedroom. Pay to play by handing your lover an IOU. Look 
after your own bottom line by doling out the UOMEs. Make personal finance fun!  

Kama Sutra For Him For Her  SL1422  $25.70 
The perfect pocket guide for pleasing your partner - and maximizing your own pleasure. A 
Kama Sutra guide unlike any you've seen before! Includes full colour photographs of 100 
positions.  

Erotic Massage / Hooper  SL1424  $22.05 
Enrich your love making through the power of touch. Fully illustrated with vibrant, erotic 
photography and clear instructions for the most stimulating techniques.  

Designer Relationships /Michaels Johnson  CL215  $25.70 
A Guide to Happy Monogamy, Positive Polyamory, and Optimistic Open Relationships. 
Contemporary relationships are in a state of rapid evolution. These changes can and 
should be empowering. They provide people with the opportunity to develop partnerships 
based on their own sexualities, understandings, and agreements.  



 

Ultimate Guide Sexual Fantasy  CL254  $27.50 
How to Turn Your Fantasies into Reality by Violet Blue. Turn your favorite sexual fantasies 
into reality, safely and successfully… The complete guide for everyone—women and men, 
singles and couples! Join the legions of couples and singles who are making their hottest 
sexual fantasies come true. 

Ultimate Guide Sex After 50 / Price  CL256  $37.20 
How to Maintain, or Regain, a Spicy, Satisfying Sex Life. Sex Information Your Doctor 
Doesn't Tell You. In this definitive guide to great senior sex, Joan Price will help you deepen 
your pleasure for a lifetime. The myth that aging bodies have an expiration date when it 
comes to sex is just plain wrong. Sex may change with the challenges of aging, but for 
every problem, there is a solution.  



 

 Games 

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS-GAME  G506  $31.15 
Players make their way around the board game acquiring position, item, and foreplay 
cards. The first player to reach the winner’s circle gets to cleverly incorporate all of the 
collected cards in the next sexual encounter with their lover.  

Bedroom Rockstar Foreplay Game  G512  $26.35 
Rock 'n' roll... all night long! You and your lover will race down 'his' and 'hers' guitar necks, 
performing foreplay activities as dictated by the sexy cards. The first to make it to the base of 

Secret Vows Activity Cards  G515  $10.40 
Directions: Secret Vows, every vow is a surprise. You may be promising a few kisses or a 
night of passion; whatever your partner finds hidden on the card is sure to get you "in the 
mood". It's up to you, you can take turns exchanging vows, or your can surprise your lover 
by hiding the vows in places where they are sure to find them.  

Bedroom Vows- Activity Game  G516  $13.95 
Bedroom Vows are a collection of naughty suggestions, sexual seductions, and playful 
surprises which are guaranteed to spice up your love life! Bedroom Vows are a great way to 

Kinky Vows- Activity Card Game  G517  $13.95 
Kinky Vows are a collection of sensual suggestions, kinky seductions, and playful surprises 
which are guaranteed to spice up your love life! Kinky Vows are a great way to express that 
you’re in the mood for something adventurous.  

SEX! Board Game  G140  $34.30 
The most popular adult card game in the world is now also a steamy hot board game! As you 
move around the board, you and your lover engage in erotic foreplay and tantalizing treats. 
Earn sex position cards by correctly answering sex trivia questions.  



 

Fantasy Affairs Board Game  G142  $31.15 
Fantasy Affairs centers game play around various affair scenarios. Perhaps it is the 
housewife who yearns to seduce her handyman, or the worked up strip club patron eager to 
have a private performance. Whatever your secret fantasies are or can become, Fantasy 
Affairs offers you a safe, creative, and sexually satisfying way to embrace them with your 
lover.  

Sex Scratch Tickets  G155  $5.25 
Eight sexy scratch tickets to get you and your lover in the mood for a night of passion. 
Every ticket is a winner, so give one to your lover when you feel that it is your 
"GET LUCKY" day!  

Bedroom Commands Card Game  G157  $7.50 
Take control of your love life! Bedroom Commands is a double deck card game of 
commands. One deck is for the Dirty Daddy and the other is for the Sexy Bitch. Whenever 
either of you feels like taking charge of your love life, select a card to reveal an action for 
the evening. Some cards are funny, fun, and sexy. Other cards offer unique 
sex suggestions for bringing some variety into your relationship. Kheper 
Games.  

A Year of Kama Sutra Game  G159  $9.65 
Each week, select a tip card to share with your lover. Alternate "For Him" and "For Her" 
techniques. Begin with enjoying some foreplay and sensual techniques and advance 
throughout the year to more creative and challenging love-making techniques. The results 
are absolutely orgasmic. Includes: 26 For Him Reusable Sex Tip Cards and 
26 For Her Reusable Sex Tip Cards. Kheper Games.  

Sex Around the World  G163  $22.45 
Includes 36 unique sexual experiences from cultures across the world and throughout 
history. Are you looking to spice up your sex life? Try an erotic Petrissage massage from 
France or worship an Inca phallus. Try early Polynesian sex bartering, shibari style bondage, 
the Kama Sutra “The Swing” position and much, much more! 

*NOOKII -Romantic Board Game  NK101  $64.40 
Nookii is a game for two. The Nookii cards have been designed to generate sexy fun - you 
don’t move around a board with Nookii, you move around each other. So pick your cards 
and prepare to play. It’s the most fun you will ever have with your clothes on!  



I.O.U Game of Hidden Pleasures  BC110  $8.80 
The Game of Hidden Pleasures - Once, Twice, or as often as you like, you and your lover 
each exchange a hidden I.O.U. Share your erotic surprise with one another and follow the 

Pleasure Island Board Game  BC213  $18.25 
Set Sail for an Island Adventure that’s sure to give you the "PLEASURE" you desire. Players 
move their game tokens through a tropical Island full of romance and passion. Guaranteed to 

Secret Romance Foreplay Game  BC225  $14.95 
100 different romantic pull-tab cards inside a heart shape tin. Sweet, sexy, fun, loving, and 
most of all, romantic. Secret Romance will give you the opportunity to express your love in 
100 romantic ways.   

Bedroom Spin Book  BC247  $11.30 
With Bedroom Book, you'll discover new and exciting ways to both give and receive pleasure. 
Moreover, by playing you'll be able to turn your bedroom into the ultimate sexual playground; 
a place where you'll spend countless hours achieving greater levels of sexual fulfillment. 
Book includes 8 spinner games. 

Bedroom Bucks Lover's Coupons  BC250  $5.90 
For all acts private and naughty! Indulge yourselves with 24 different sexual desires as you 
open the pages of this coupon book and follow the instructions inside. 

Get Kinky - Card Game  BC261  $7.50 
Get Kinky is an exciting card game for lovers who want to spice up their sex lives by adding 
a little experimentation and imagination. Play Poker, Blackjack, Crazy 8, Rummy, Fish, or 
Concentration with renewed excitement. Blindfolded, tickled, whipped, paddled, tied-up, or 
spanked – Get Kinky game will allow you to act out all of your kinky desires.  


